
NIGELTM



DESKING with Personality.

With legendary lines, minimalist construction, and smart user-centric features, NIGEL strikes the 
perfect balance between sophistication and simplicity. Boasting a modern, yet classic design, NIGEL 
comes in a colorful finish palette, allowing designers and clients to achieve a signature aesthetic.   
Collaborative and mobile office workers across different industries - from technology to media, or real 
estate and design - can build a home with NIGEL by personalizing their space with unique storage 
and connectivity features.

NIGEL is simple to specify, yet sophisticated in its design and quality.

NIGELTM
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I’M TACKABLE

And transparent.



TECHNICAL DETAILS

STANDARD DEPTHS: 24” or 30” [each depth commands a uniquely sized end & transition leg]

STANDARD WIDTHS:  48” to 96” in 6” increments

STANDARD HEIGHT:  28-3/8” to the top of the worktop

CENTRAL DIVIDER:  39”, 42”, 45”, 48” AFF
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Live Small But Smart.



POWER & DATA FEATURES

NIGEL comes standard with pre-configured multi-circuit power under the desktop. A number of flush mounted 
and pop-up options are available at the back of the worksurface for desktop power, data, USB charging, HDMI 
and other connectivity.
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CABLE MANAGEMENT 

Cabling from the floor is delivered up through the 3” gaps inside transitional legs and concealed by optional 
magnetic cover panels.  Add-on tray(s) secured to cross rails below the worktop contain and hide loose cabling. 
Excess cabling from the desktop is held in 24”W cable catch trays below the worksurface.
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Clean Cabling, 

Clear Mind.



DESKTOP PRIVACY & STORAGE OPTIONS 

Central and side dividers are available in glass, acrylic, whiteboard, fabric and other tailored materials. Central 
storage cubes and personal or shared hutches also support desk demarcation. 
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Additional personal storage infills can be recessed into the rear of the worksurface. 
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The Property Line 

Starts Here.
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Real Men Wear Pink.
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I COME IN LOTS OF COLORS, BUT 

SOMETIMES I LIKE TO BE VANILLA.
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Let’s hang.
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Dress me to the

Nines in veneer.



LOWER STORAGE OPTIONS

Various personal utility drawers, cubbies and other combination storage elements are available in millwork or 
steel construction. 
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I make stuff

Levitate.



NIGEL DESKING
Put your best friend to work.
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CONTACT
37 West 20th Street
New York, NY 10011
Tel: 212.929.4883
Fax: 212.929.5174
info@innovant.com

www.innovant.com

Twitter: @Innovant_inc
Facebook: Innovant Inc.
LinkedIn: Innovant

Environmental stewardship is a primary component of Innovant’s core philosophy. 
One of our key missions is to minimize our impact on the environment and to 
ensure our products are environmentally sustainable. All of our standard products 
already conform to a variety of eco-requirements and many items can be further 
configured to maximize LEED points.

SUSTAINABILITY

OUR STORY
Innovant designs and manufactures intelligent office furniture for the modern 
workplace. A recognized leader in the industry, we focus on integrating seamlessly 
into the overall architecture of a space, optimizing real estate, promoting employee 
productivity, and ensuring long term value to the client business. Innovant’s 
adaptable open plan workstations, conference solutions, private office designs and 
specialty furnishings are available to view in showrooms worldwide. 

We know that our clients navigate complex decisions when choosing a furniture 
system. Innovant provides expert guidance along the way, collaborating with client 
teams to determine optimal product configurations. Where appropriate, we will 
recommend and engineer tailored solutions based on specific client requirements. 
Every Innovant product is designed for efficient installation and easy reconfiguration 
over time as new features are introduced.
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